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Cover photo
 Left Behind

by Jerry Hoffman

L

Where is the image conceived?

       ast week, one of our new members, Tom Osbeck, sent me a provocative three minute 
video demonstrating how the preconceived notions of a photographer impact directly on the 
final image. 

Six photographers are asked to create a portrait of one man. They work independently of each 
other and are each told very different versions of who he is. Each photographer approached 
the subject in accordance with the personality described to her/him. Of course, their final im-
ages reflected those disparate descriptions. 

See for yourself: http://www.bestofyoutube.eu/video/F-TyPfYMDK8

The results confirm what Edward Steichen said, “A portrait is not made in the camera but on 
either side of it.” 

Our members often remark that several photographers can be at the same place, at the same 
time, with similar equipment but produce incredibly different images. Also, often we see im-
ages another member has created which we want to reproduce. We run to that venue, try to 
stand in the same place, etc. etc. etc. Naturally the “imitated” images are quite different. Not 
better, not worse, just quite different. 

Why? I believe the answer is simple. We each approach the world differently, have our own 
individual preferences, tastes and outlooks. Therefore, our photos are conceived behind the 
camera within our own psyches. Photos are the result of what we want and/or need to capture. 
We operate and direct/aim our camera gear to fit these conceived needs.

When we do not achieve that result, we practice directing our lenses to include what we need 
to capture, learn more about our gear, more about processing, and, in time, become more 
confident in our own work, more successful in recreating the images in our psyches for the 
others to see. 

I believe the source of WPS's tremendous success as a club is that our members discuss all as-
pects of our photographic goals, support each other's artistic, and often, philosophical growth. 
This is not an accident. We work very hard to maintain an atmosphere of respectful sharing 
and growth both technically and artistically. 

I, for one, thank you all especially during this Thanksgiving season.

Happy Holiday!

Warmly,

Deborah Lea Cohen, President

President’s Message



Weather Notice
If driving conditions are hazardous, meet-
ings will be cancelled. Look for announce-
ments of Westchester Community College 
(WCC) closings on the following media out-
lets:
 WFAS 103.9 FM / 1230 AM
 WHUD 100.7 FM
 WCBS 880 AM
 TV News 12
 www.wfasfm.com
Members are advised to check their email 
for emergency weather notices from WPS.
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Copyright Notice 
Unless specifically noted herein, all images and 
articles are copyrighted by their respective au-
thors. Clip-art is used under license from Microsoft 
Corporation and other sources. This publication is 
copyrighted property of the Westchester Photo-
graphic Society (WPS) and may not be reprinted 
in whole or in part without its expressed written 
permission, with the usual exceptions for fair use 
as defined by §107 of the U.S. Copyright code.

Contact Information
Your comments and suggestions are always wel-
come and should be addressed as follows: If con-
cerning the WPS Newsletter, In Focus, address com-
ments to the editor at infocus@wpsphoto.org. If 
concerning our website, address comments to our 
webmaster, Dick Budnik, at webmaster@wpsphoto.
org. All other comments should be addressed to our 
President, Deborah Cohen.

WPS Friday Evening
Program Schedule

December
4 Competition 3A
11 Scotty Dere, "Photographing the 
 Elements of Nature"
18 Holiday Party
25 No Meeting: Christmas

January
1 No Meeting: New Years Day
8 Competition 3B
15 Out of the Box, Birthdays, Mentoring
22 Katrine Eisman
25 Competition 4A

February
5 Alan Shipro, Birthdays, Mentoring
12 Competition Theme 1
19 Lindsay Adler
26 Show Us What You've Got

March
4 Competition 4B
11 Ron Landis, "Open Mind"
18 Showcases, Birthdays, Mentoring
25 No Meeting: Easter

April
1 Competition 5A
8 Art Jurgson, "Urban Night Photography"
15 Elinor Stecker-Orel, "Photoshop Blend 

Modes", Birthdays, Mentoring
22 Competition 5B
29 Annual Membership Meeting, Elections

May
6 David H. Wells
13 Competition 6A
20 Out of the Box, Birthdays, Mentoring
27 No Meeting: Memorial Day

Pleaste note:
Check the WPS website (wpsphoto.org) for 

recent changes.

 iMac (27-inch, Mid 2011)
$750.00

4GB of 1333MHz DDR3 memory
1 TB hard drive
Deborah Cohen

dcohen99@optonline.net

Brand new, in the box, Nikon D610 (was 
trade with Nikon for D600)—$1100

Nikon Verticle Grip with Kirk L Bracket 
for Nikon D800/810—$350
Contact Harvey Augenbraun at

MrScience9@AOL.com

MARKETPLACE

Equipment Still Available 
from the Estate of Ann Raine

Contact Peter Grassl at (914) 953-7551 or 
pgrassl@verizon.net

Scott Joshua Dere on December 11
SCOTT JOSHUA DERE has been using a camera since he was 5 years old. His 
first camera was a Kodak Browning, which at that time was becoming outdated. 
It used 120 film and made large negative black and white pictures which he 

would develop and print in the basement of his Long Island home. At just 13 years old, Scott landed his 
first photography job. And, for the next 17 years, he worked with all kinds of photographic studios com-
mercial and private and adopted many different techniques of Photography and Lighting along the way. 
All along attending College to receive an Associates Degree in Communications and then a BFA in the 
fine arts of Photography at the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan.

Scott started his own Studio called Art Photographers. The new company put together all the skills 
Scott learned from past school, workshops, and experience from working in the field with so many 
different professionals and provided it to the local community. The very best companies in the industry 
use Art Photographers for their own personal portfolio work and events. Some Clients are LongIsland’s 
own Muscari Florist in Roslyn, Lamborghini/ Bentley in Syosset, ApparelAddiction.com, Efavors.com, 
Honu Kitchen, VaseSource.com, Adonis Men’s Dress Shirts and Rothschild Kids Catalogues, and Pure 
Lime Tennis Catalogues.

Scott has found time in between jobs to chase his passion of Wildlife Photography. Over the last 20 
years, Scott Joshua Dere has actually travelled extensively and had the opportunity to photograph 
along side some of the industries best photographers. He has been seen shooting with Thomas 
Mangelson and Moose Peterson, and Daryl Hunter in Teton and Yellowstone National Park, and Ted 
Schiffman in Kenya. Locally Scott has worked for Canon.

Today, Scott Joshua Dere is trying to keep up with the constant demand for “The Elements of
Nature” prints being distributed around the world. Discover the beauty, serenity, and excitement
that his images bring to audiences around the globe. 

Loads of Canon Equipment For Sale
http://wpsphoto.org/Canon%20Camera%20

equipment%20for%20Sale.pdf (paste this link)

Tamron 90mm 2.8 AF Macro made in 
Japan.  Very good condition.

Nikon 18-200 DX Zoom with AF-S with 
VR. Nikkor label. 3.5-5.6. 

Very good condition.
Contact Robert Blumenthal at
RobertBlumenthal@msn.com

 Wacom Cintiq 24HD Graphics Tablet
This 24” monitor with interactive pen is a 

'photo editing life changer'.

Draw, edit and post process 
directly on your screen. 

You’ll never use a mouse again! 
Like new condition. $2500. OBO

Anastasia Tompkins
photodiva17@aol.comwww.

anastasiatompkins.com

Manfrotto 322RC2 
Pistol Grip Action Ball Head 

$130.00 (amost new)
dcohen99@optonline.net

Bulletin Board
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WPS Group Exhibits

NWH Chappaqua Crossing
“Sports Photography”

Exhibit: Sept 21 - Mar 31, 2016

Cancer Treatment and Wellness Center
Northern Westchester Hospital

“The Allure of the Farm”
Pick up: Dec. 18 from 9:00 - 9:30 AM

Exhibit: Jun 12 - Jan. 2016

Greenburgh Library Exhibit
“Hot and Cold”

Exhibit: Oct. 5 - Dec. 1

Cancer Treatment and Wellness Center
Northern Westchester Hospital

"Celebrations"
Drop Off: Jan. 4 from 9:00 - 9:30 AM

Reception: Jan. 21 at 5:00 PM
Exhibit: Jan. 4, 2016 - Jan. 2017

Westchester Museums

Katonah Museum of Art
(www.katonahmuseum.org)

TBD

Neuberger Museum of Art
(www.neuberger.org)

TBD

Hudson River Museum
(www.hrm.org)

"Dancers Among Us:
Photographs by Jordan Matter"
Exhibit: Oct 17 - Jan 17, 2015

New York City Museums

Metropolitan Museum
(www.metmuseum.org)

The Aftermath of Conflict
Jo Ractliffe's Photographs of Angola 

and South Africa
Exhibit: Through Mar 6

Museum of Modern Art
(www.moma.org)

Ocean of Images: New Photography 2015
Exhibit: Nov 7 - Mar 20, 2016

International Center for Photography
(www.icp.org)

Steve McCurry
(Robinson Museum of Art, 150 W. 17th St. NYC)

Exhibit: Nov 18 - Apr 5, 2016

Museum of the City of New York
(www.mcny.org)

Jacob A. Riis: 
Revealing New York's Other Half

Exhibit: Through Mar 20, 2016

New York Historical Society
(www.nyhistory.org)

Various exhibits
(See web site)

New York Public Library
(www.nypl.org)

Public Eye: 175 Years of Sharing Photography
Exhibit: Through Jan 3, 2016

Whitney Museum
(www.whitney.org)

Steichen in the 1920s and 1930s:
A Recent Acquisition

Exhibit: Ongoing

Photo Seminars
(Samplings only. Please log on to 

websites to see the entire schedules)

B&H Photo
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/find/

EventSpace.jsp

Dec 2 Come See the Cintiq Companion 2 
 in Action
 with Dan Johannessen
 Color Workflow for Portrait 
 Photography
 with Joe Brady
Dec 8 Around the World in Two Hours 
 with No Jet Lag
 with Andy Katz
 Sharing the Stories of your Travels: 
 Bringing Back the World in Stills 
 and 4K Video
 with Bob Krist 
 Touch and Try the Sony products 
 and Hangout...
 with Bob Krist and Andy Katz
 Mingle with the Sony Artisans
 with Bob Krist & Andy Katz
Dec 10 On Assignment in Bryant Park
 with Jay Dickman (Olympus)
 Capturing Perfect Holiday Portraits
 with Tracie Maglosky (Olympus)
 Mingle with the Olympus Visionaires
 with Jay Dickman & Tracie Maglosky
Dec 13 Cuba: A Grace of Spirit—
 A Talk and Book Signing
 with Peter Turnley
...more online

WPS Field Tips

St. Patrick's Cathedral
December 14, 2015

for info, go to
http://www.wpsphoto.org/FT-2015-St-

PatrickCathedral.pdf

Carlotta —Host for November

Our hostess for the meeting on November 13th was Carlotta Grenier. She comes to us from Greenwich, 
CT, and loves to take all kinds of photographs, from macros to wildlife and more. Carlotta has shown us 

her talent already by recently placing 1st in Digital Color Salon and 2nd in Digital Black and White. We are 
very lucky to have such a gifted photographer in our midst. Welcome, Carlotta!

LEFT BEHIND By Jerry Hoffman
“The horns you see were atop the largest balloon of all, at least three times the size of any others, a giant cow, with tail, legs, 
and a full udder, the whole critter. When I first arrived, the cow lay spread out flat on the ground except for the hoop at the very 
bottom where the basket and hot air burner were attached. That was 7:30 AM, and the effort to fill it with air had already begun. 
That was a long process, and my eyes were everywhere else , trying not to miss anything, but coming back to the cow every now 
and then to check its progress. At about 9:00 AM, it was standing upright with the crowd roaring its approval, and then one leg 
collapsed, the team working frantically to refill it, and then another, and another, and finally, slowly, the whole cow came down; 
note the nose just at eye level of one of the people there. The cow never made it. The team gave up, and the attention turned to the Wells Fargo wagon 
just beyond and just lifting off. Glancing that way, I saw that the sky was filling with balloons and realizedthat was the photo op I was hoping for...
and went for it! By 9:30 AM, all the balloons had already drifted out of sight, and this “Mass Ascension”, the highlight of the Festival, was over."

Cover Photo

Bulletin Board
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photos by Arnold Breisblatt, Silvia Epperly & Heather Turnbell

Awards Dinner
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ARTHUR VAUGHAN, NECCC OCTOBER 30

photos by Arnold Fuat Baran, Breisblatt, Barbara Kapetanakes & Sherm Shiao

photos by Arnold Breisblatt & Sherm Shaio

HARRY MARTIN NOVEMBER 6

Programs
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COMPETITION 2B NOVEMBER 13

photos by Arnold Breisblatt & Sherm Shaio 

photo by Arnold Breisblatt, Melanie Rush & Sherm Shiao

SHOW US WHAT YOU'VE GOT NOVEMBER 20

Programs
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Competition 1B (Judge: Peter North)

Digital B&W

Joyce Blumenthal: First Adelaide Boemio: Second

Deborah Cohen: Second Joyce Blumenthal: Third

Jun Shihoten: Third Albert Tangl: Third

Lewis Bogaty: HM
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Competition 2B

B&W Prints

Carlotta Grenier: First John Maccanello: Second

Dennis Thornton: First Dennis Thornton: Second Arnold Breisblatt: Third Zane Kuo: HM

B&W Prints

Joe Ferreira: Third

Joe Ferreira: Third Jane Gordon: Third Dennis Thornton: HM

OM Prints

Jane Gordon: First Jane Gordon: Second John Corwin: Third Arnold Breisblatt: HM
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✓ Up at 4:30AM
✓ On our way at 5:30AM
✓ Load onto Shuttle Bus  at 6:30AM
✓ Arrive at  7:30AM 
✓ Arrive where???  Why, it is  October 3, 2015, 
 opening day, at the Albuquerque International 

Balloon Fiesta!

What an extra-ordinary event Following the lead of our 
hosts (old friends of Jane’s) who lived just north of 
Albuquerque and knew just what had to be done to get 
us there. ..there being the Fiesta site, very limited parking, 
best  access via shuttle buses that originated at several 
spots in and around Albuquerque. We picked up our bus 
at a gigantic Intel Corporation Parking Lot, thousands of 
people already lined up, attendants separating 50 people 
at a time, loading bus after bus, empty buses pulling in as 
fast as full buses pulled out.

Once on our way, still dark outside , the yellow buses 
filled every available bit of road space, one after the other 
after another. It seemed other worldly. Imagine, these  
buses, actually traditional yellow school buses 
commandeered for this task, filling the roads as far as an 
eye could see, coming from every direction, just inching 
along, all converging on this gigantic open space, and 
then emptying load after load after load of people…an 
estimated  hundred thousand in all.. All of this happening 
just before rapidly approaching dawn.. 

First images as we arrived at the festival site, were of 
row after row of white tents (food and souvenir 
vendors), stretching as far as eyes could see, with a 
wide gap in the middle allowing the incoming hordes 
to pass through and walk right out to the massive field 
with hundreds of Balloons already in place and in 
various stages of readiness, from being flat on the 
ground, to burners going forcing in the hot air, to 
being fully blown up and vertical, with people loading 
into baskets,, some just lifting off, and others already 
hundreds of feet in the air.

There were no “keep off the Grass“ signs, nor fences nor 
any posted restrictions. We were able to go right out to 
the vast field and wander among the balloons and their 

teams (One team member told me that a minimum of 
five people were needed to get a balloon up, plus a pick 
up truck or two, to gather up the balloon and its 
passengers once they touched down at some remote 
spot.) 

So many  amazing sights. What a mass of colors  and 
designs! While many were  simple traditional balloons of 
brilliant colors and  geometric designs, others were faces, 
birds, animals,  and cartoon characters.. One was a Stage-
Coach; another a gigantic cow, with udders and horns, 
about three times the size of most; That cow in particular 
was fun to watch, full of suspense as a large crew worked 
trying to inflate it and get it vertical, and over and over, as 
one part inflated, another collapsed, until they finally 
gave up, and as the air oozed out, it finally lay flat on the 
ground, with a weird smile on its face, and  its basket 
askew in a maze of ropes.

A small crowd of us gathered around  a team that had 
already stretched out a balloon with its ropes and basket, 
and started filling it with air. I was surprised to see that 
the process began with the use of a giant vacuum cleaner 
type  device, but blowing in air instead of sucking it out. 
Once inflated, blown up but still just lying on the ground, 
a “burner” was turned on, blasting flames and hot air, and 
little by little the balloon turned vertical,   with several 
team members holding and preventing it from lifting off. 
At this point the whole nearby crowd, possibly a hundred 
or two, broke out into a round of cheers and applause.. 
Shortly after, the flight team climbed into the basket, and 
with the burners blasting away, it lifted off to another 
round of applause.

Now, can you picture this?…This was just one of 
hundreds of similar scenes happening  simultaneously all 
over this gigantic field, with 800 plus balloons involved. 
So much going on, so many balloons to see in these 
various stages of “coming to life”, in every direction. Good 
grief…which way to turn? Where to point the camera? 

The 2015 
Albuquerque 
International 
Balloon Fiesta
Photos and text by Jerry Hoffman
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Not only all the points of the compass, but vertically as well, as every moment or 
two another lifted off. By 9:00 AM, the sky was already filled  with hundreds of 
balloons, some  already having drifted out of sight.

Time seemed to be just flying by, with eye filling images in every direction, when, 
at about 9:30 AM, turning me eyes from the crowd ( and some five or six  “failed” 
balloons that collapsed after being filled and never made it into the air) to the sky, I 
was amazed to see that the sky was suddenly empty, all of the balloons that were 
in the air had already drifted out of sight, no others were lifting off… and suddenly, 
our host let us know it was “all over”, and time to leave and head for our shuttle bus. 
At 9:30 AM!!!

As if on a secret signal, the whole crowd surged toward the exit “Gate” between the 
white tents, tens of thousands heading for the shuttle buses at the same moment, 
creating a massive people jam, just inching  along. Almost two hours later, we 
finally got to our bus, so relieved to sit down, ….and it was all over! It was  a WOW, 
truly a once in a lifetime, never to be forgotten happening. And, going through my 
mind, over and over, “who would believe all of this“, and, how lucky we were to 
have been here!

Postscript: Well, it wasn’t really over. Other activities were scheduled for later in the 
day, when a whole new crowd would come in for a major fireworks display at 8:00 
PM, and then with the whole extravaganza continuing for eight more days with 
more mass lift-offs, and various competitions and presentations. 

We still had a lot of territory to cover, however, so we didn’t linger and were well on 
our way north by mid afternoon, this time to the Four Corners area, (New Mexico’s 
northwest corner) to explore some major 800 to a 1000 year old  Indian Ruins, and 
a nearby mystical area…The Bisti Badlands.

More on that later!
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By Deborah Lea Cohen

The day was one of the first crisp ones of the fall season with a threat of deep cloud 
cover, but neither of those things stopped us on October 24, 2015 from keeping our 
date with Liberty Park. Armed with our enthusiasm, camera gear and appetites, we 

solidified ourselves with a delicious dinner before heading to the park. Last summer we went 
to the area that overlooks the Statue of Liberty. This time we went to the Ferry Terminal, 911 
Memorial and gorgeous views of the NYC skyline at dusk and after. At the end of the evening, 
we couldn't stop ourselves—off we went to say “good evening” to Lady Liberty. The emotional 
impact of the Memorial as well as fascinating angles of the piers, lamp posts and of course, 
the joy of each other's company made for a wonderful evening.

With each WPS field trip, we share our shooting methods, questions, and successes more and 
more continuing to fulfill the goal of the field trip program is to provide varied challenges as 
well as varied venues for our members.

Words can barely express the sentiments of our visit. After reading our comments, you will 
see each of our feelings echoed in the attached photographs. Then, know why you should 
come with us on our next trip. 

Zane Kuo: I had visited Liberty State Park in New Jersey before. It is a beautiful park, not only 
being able to view the lower Manhattan skyline, the Statue of Liberty, the Ellis Island, and also 
many photogenic objects in the park such as 911 Memorial, historic Central Railroad of New 
Jersey Terminal and Liberty Walk. This time the night photo shooting was quite a challenge for 
me. I really enjoyed the trip being with members of WPS.

Rafael Molina: Our second WPS field trip to Liberty State Park, gave us the opportunity to 
see the Manhattan skyline from a different vantage point, the view was magnificent. Everyone 
used tripods and lenses to great effect. The 911 memorial was an unexpected bonus. All in all, 
another great field trip with a terrific group of people/friends. 

Joe Ferriera: The field trip to Liberty Park in New Jersey was excellent, as they always are. The 
company and the food were amazing; the photography was wonderful. I am looking forward to 
the next trip!

Jackie Ross:  The field trip that we went on to Liberty State Park was so much fun specially 
when we had dinner first all together! I must say we have such a fabulous photo group of people. 
The evening was beautiful, the moon came out, the skyline was breathtaking, It was a night to 
remember.  

Heather Turnbull: I always enjoy these trips and the first trip to Liberty State Park was an 
adventure and the second one continued the adventure.

Carlotta Grenier: When we went to the Liberty State Park I did not expect to find a memorial 
from 9/11 and it literally blew me away. A friend of my son's was someone I knew quite well, he 
spent some vacation time and sleepovers at our home. His mother is also German. Being at this 
place and not expecting what I would feel, I was totally overwhelmed by the sensations going 
through me. I could feel him reaching out to me through the clouds and on the way out I saw the 
nails, the nails to his coffin, and I sort of lost it a bit. I hope I did not make anyone else uneasy. 
As I am writing this I am allowing my tears to run freely.

We were an extraordinary group of people who look forward to you all joining us next time. 
Let Deborah know you’ll be coming to the newly restored St. Patrick’s Cathedral on Monday, 
Dec. 14, 2015.

Liberty Park was Photographically Liberating!
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Brewster, NY 10509

Sponsors of the Westchester Photographic Society
*Ask for your discount from sponsors marked with asterisks

** Discounts with WPS identification

A.I. Friedman 937-7351**
431 Boston Post Road, Port Chester, NY 10573

www.myphotocenter.com

Color Group 769-8484*
168 Saw Mill Rd. Hawthorne, NY 10532-1505

http://colorgroup.com

Hunt’s Camera 1-800-924-8682
100 Main St., Melrose, MA 02176-6104

www.huntsphotoandvideo.com

Pagoda Chinese Cusine 725-8866*
694 Central Park Avenue, Scarsdale, NY 10583

Photoworks 769-6425
465 Bedford Rd., Pleasantville, NY 10570

*(restrictions apply)

Thompson’s Art Supply*
184 Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, NY 10601

Mano Orel (members only)
Printing, Matting and Framing

Charlie Koenig (members only)
Matting and Framing


